ABSTRACT: Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) enable people suffering from Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) or severe paralysis to communicate and control using only brain signals. These signals are captured from EEG, that is relatively cost effective and non invasive. Raw EEG signals are subject to processing and feature extraction for automating the detection of changes in the amplitude of the brain signals due to imagining of a limb motion and to enable classification. The processed signal is analysed using machine learning tool and translated into interpretable form. In this manuscript, we propose an advanced feature extraction method utilizing spatial characteristics (channel information) of an EEG signal. The method maximizes inter class variance and minimizes intra class variance among the optimized spatial features to facilitate classification. Kernel based Fisher's criterion is used for Spatial filtering which transforms the data into a suitable feature space for classification. This approach overcomes the limitation of the existing Fisher based Common Spatial Patterns and performs better in general. Experimental results on BCI Competition datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of this methodology in terms of accurate classification, in comparison to the other method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Controlling the world with the mind has always been a dream of humanity. Establishing direct communication between the brain and computer has been an agenda of scientific research for a long time. Brain is one of the most vital organs of human body, which controls the co-ordination of human muscles and nerves (Wang et al., 2011) . The brain consists of complex structure of billions of neurons for carrying out various body organ functions, movements, control and communication. It also receives stimulus from various sense organs and sends responses through neural pathways to these sense organs. Communication is a basic human need which involves more than just speaking and listening. But severe neurological diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), brain stem stroke, focal epilepsy, locked-in condition etc. restrict a person's ability to communicate emotions, thoughts and basic needs. Such patients in nearly vegetative state usually have active brain regions with normal brain activities. These people rely on alternative ways of communication. Processing and analysing bio-signals using software techniques are playing role since 1960s to provide physicians with fast and accurate means of diagnosis (Gandhi et al., 2011) . The research works (Licklide, 1960 , Engelbart, 1962 have emphasized the potential of a symbiotic relation between human and computer. A brain computer interface (BCI) is a communication system by which a person can transmit messages or request for basic necessities via her brain signals without using peripheral nerves and muscles. The electrical signals occurring in the brain due to neuron activity carry information for the purpose of communication with a computing device. Thus BCI provide an augmentation to motor-disabled people in the form of ambulatory monitoring as well as neurofeedback in real time. In many instances, BCI has been instrumental for faster convalescence of such people (Birbaumer and Cohen, 2007) . For establishing communication between a computer and a brain, one has to consider their differences too i.e. firstly the functioning of the brain is slower than a computer, secondly, the brain performs in parallel, whereas a sequential computer performs sequentially and is efficient for the most complicated functions with very high precision. BCI is an interesting area of research which requires interdisciplinary knowledge of subjects such as Given the recordings from two class distributions, the aim of CSP algorithm is to find spatial filters (directions) which have maximum variance for one class and minimum variance for the second class simultaneously. It is stepwise implemented as signal (pre-) processing (spatial/spectral filtering) followed by feature extraction and machine learning. A frequency filter is applied first, followed by spatial filter, followed by log-variance feature extraction and lastly a classifier applied to the extracted features. With spatial filtering, the original channels are mapped down to a small number of channels (usually 4-6) having maximally informative variance w.r.t. to the prediction task. The CSP filters can be computed from the covariance matrices of each class by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem.
CSP is simpler to implement, faster to execute and robust. A priori specification of individualized frequency bands is not required. However, these bands must be known for methods like band-power and frequency-estimation (Guger et al 2000b). CSP achieves satisfactory result for synchronous (cue based) BCIs but is less effective for asynchronous BCIs (Nicolas-Alonso et al., 2012). The time related variations and correlation among frequency bands in the signal are not captured by the CSP method. The working of CSP depends on spatial resolution since it utilizes many electrodes for enhanced performance (Pfurtscheller et al 2000 , Guger et al 2000b . The electrode positions must remain unchanged across all trials and sessions for CSP method to give genuine results (Ramoser et al 2000) .
A major drawback in the CSP application is that it is highly sensitive to artifacts and noise in the EEG. The CSP filters are calculated from the covariance matrix of an EEG trial having large number of channels with contrastingly small samples. A trial containing artifacts can severely modify the filters (Guger et al 2000b, Ramoser et al 2000) . According to the 'curse of dimensionality', as variables are added, the data space becomes increasingly sparse (Bellman, 1961). The CSP method uses a weak optimization function that does not ensure that all spatial filters are useful. It results in mapping of the EEG signal into spaces that may not lead to appropriate discrimination by the corresponding features. Therefore the selection of a small number of spatial filters is important for overcoming the curse of dimensionality to encapsulate all of the relevant information.
In this paper, our focus is to make the set of extracted features maximally discriminative and classifiable. This leads not only to dramatic improvements in the classification accuracy but the complexity of the classifier will also not be very high. For single trial EEG analysis, BCI system is calibrated to the specific characteristics of each user by calculating subject specific spatial filters. These spatial filters are designed in a way that the variances of the out-coming signals hold the most discriminative information. In the feature extraction phase, the features are transformed from the original space into a new space such that features that were not linearly separable earlier now become linearly separable in the transformed space. The augmentation of newer dimensions leads us to feature space which is separable by a hyper plane. A large corpus of CSP-based approaches aim at achieving enhanced control over spectral filtering. Several other methods exist to adapt the spectrum to a process of interest, among others common spatio-spectral patterns, common sparse spectral spatial pattern, r^2-based heuristics, automated parameter search, and manual selection based on visual inspection. Several of these methods have been shown to give approx. comparable results. An alternative and competitive method, especially when there are complex interactions between frequency bands and time periods are to be modelled is the dual-augmented Lagrange paradigm which learns both spatial filters and their relative weightings in a unified cost function.
The common spatio-spectral pattern (CSSP) filter is an extension of the CSP filter (Lemm et al., 2005 ) that involves time delay embedding. The CSSP's transform is given by:
Where, = [W W τ ] is a CSSP matrix in which the number of channels get doubled. However, it requires choice of a frequency band and hyper-parameter τ which is difficult to adjust. In order to overcome this, Novi et al. In Filter-Bank CSP (Ang et. al, 2008) , a set of CSP filters is learned for each of several time/frequency filtering methods, followed by log-variance feature extraction. The extracted features are concatenated over all selected spectral filters before machine learning. Due to the problem of over fitting, even though FBCSP cannot replace CSP yet it is beneficial for oscillatory processes having different spatial topographies, jointly active in different frequency bands. For a given prediction task i.e. recognizing complex event-related dynamics in response to a stimulus, their concerted behaviour must not be ignored. With filter-bank CSP capturing oscillations in various time windows rather than frequency windows is possible. In a scenario involving workload measurements, it can deduce relevant interactions between frequency bands e.g. mu/alpha. This method performs optimization of spectral and spatial filters in two different stages and subsequently extracts logvariance features from the processed signal. These features are then fed to a classification algorithm such as, LDA. SpecCSP (Tomioka et al., 2007) optimizes power spectrum weights at each time point and spatial filtering is done with CSP, in iterative manner. It incorporates non homogenous weighting of cross-spectrum matrices. By focussing on certain frequency bands i.e. alpha band, the parameters such as frequency prior and the spectral filter can be tuned to extend the considered spectrum to high-gamma oscillations. One can also adapt the time window of interest and the learner component (e.g., a good alternative choice being logistic regression). The drawback of this method is that spectral filters obtained have finite number of parameters thus they are not very precise spectral filters. Moreover, the spatial filtering is done by CSP which uses only distance between the class means and is silent about within class variances which too are indispensable for classification (D. Fattahi et al., 2013) . where 1 and 2 are the mean and 1 and 2 are the variance of the features of class 1 and class 2 respectively. The features f i are log of variance of the spatially filtered signal using w. The FCSP optimization function maximizes interclasses variances and minimizes intra-class variances, thus leading to better discrimination among the features than the CSP. To solve the optimization problem with linear constraints, they have zero average correlation among the source signals for selecting subsequent filters. FCSP method is robust against noise and outliers and in most likelihood will not overfit. Although this method based on the principle of Linear discriminate Analysis (LDA) is suited for linearly separable data, it however becomes incompatible for highly skewed and non-linear, real world data such as EEG. Such data cannot be simply classified in a linear fashion. Secondly, lower order statistical estimates e.g mean and scatter matrices calculated with small samples and high dimensionality will lead to high bias and high variability, for which regularisation is required. Lastly, the method relies heavily on assumptions such as having normal distribution and equal covariance structure for all classes which are not true in many applications [Mika et. al.,1999] . So a more sophisticated and non linear classification method need to be employed so that the features could be first transformed into an appropriately discriminative space and then classified by an optimal hyper plane in that space. 
III. PROPOSED METHOD
For most real world data, a linear discriminant has less expressiveness as it is not complex enough. Here, a non linear feature extraction method on the basis of Fisher's discriminate is proposed. The method utilizes the kernel trick (S. Mika et al., 1999) for efficiently determining fisher discriminate features. This flexible approach involves dot-products of the training patterns, i.e., k(x,y) = (Φ(x).Φ(y)) which can be efficiently computed. This has, in fact, the same effects of a non linear mapping Φ to some high dimensional feature space F. In this method, the parametric estimates of class conditional distributions are replaced by a non-parametric kernel estimate without any explicit mapping to F. In order to find a spatial filter w using linear discriminant in the kernelized feature space, maximize J(w)= 
The optimization function J(w) is computed in the kernelized feature space F (which is non-linearly related to input space). Initial values of the filters w can be derived by applying standard CSP method. These filters are updated such that they maximize between class variance and minimize within class variance while average correlation between the spatially filtered signals is zero. An optimal hyperplane in the feature space can be found by using all the training samples, not only the difficult ones as in SVMs. This approach provides a simple closed form solution with theoetically sound interpretation. Due to the possibilities of a large number of non-linearities in real world data, several choices of the kernel k, exist that capture such non-linearities e.g. Gaussian RBF, polynomial kernel etc. We use Gaussian kernel, k(x,y) = exp(-||x -y|| 
IV. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The first dataset is BCI competition 3 dataset IVa [13] that comprises brain signal values from five healthy subjects. The last dataset was dataset IVb of this competition. The five subjects ('aa','al','av','aw','ay') were given visual cues for 3.5 s to perform three types of motor imagery i.e. left hand, right hand and right foot movement. For each subject, 280 trials were recorded using Brain Amp devices having 118 EEG channels, measured in accordance with the international 10/20-system. The actual cognitive states for only some right hand and right foot trials are available in a vector whereas the cognitive states for other trials are to be determined by the proposed model.
The second dataset is taken from BCI competition 4 dataset I comprising of motor imagery continuous signals of 59 EEG channels for 7 subjects. For each subject two classes of motor imagery were selected from the three class left hand, right hand, and foot. The training data was procured by presenting visual stimuli on a computer screen in the form of arrows. It has complete marker information (labels) that indicates the time points of cue presentation and the corresponding target classes. Some of the data sets were artificially generated.
The continuous two class dataset is converted to epoched dataset with each epoch having certain number of trials. The length of the data epoch and the choice of a frequency band (defaulting to motor imagery time scales and frequency ranges) are the parameters that are most commonly tuned to the task, both of which can also be found via k-fold cross validation search. The main user-configurable parameters are the selection regions in time and frequency and the machine learning component.
EEG is first resampled to 100 Hz sampling rate. To sustain the frequency domain characteristics of EEG signals, fast Fourier transform (FFT) was taken to convert the signal from time domain to frequency domain and it was filtered through a 7-30 Hz band pass filter. This is because the bands corresponding to the Mu and Beta (sensory-motor) rhythms lie within this frequency range. CSP algorithm is applied to obtain the initial values of filters. Thereafter, FCSP and KFCSP are used to obtain most optimal and discriminative spatial patterns for comparison between the two. The number of filters 'r' is selected from [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] depending upon best cross validation accuracy achieved. The feature set thus obtained is fed to a classifier where average classification accuracy with standard deviation is obtained viz. 10 fold cross validation. For k<10, there can be significant variance in the results. Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) is used to classify the mental tasks with the help of extracted features.
V. EVALUATION RESULTS
For each of the 3 BCI datasets in table 1, KFCSP is giving better if not equal classification accuracy than FCSP method. KFCSP method gives 100 percent accuracy in 9 out of 13 cases while FCSP method gives 100 percent accuracy in just 6 subjects. For subject 'aw', although both these methods are providing the same average accuracy but standard deviation for KFCSP is zero whereas for FCSP it is non-zero. KFCSP has non zero standard deviation in only two out of 13 datasets which indicates that more robust and stable results are obtained with KFCSP as compared to FCSP. This invariance characteristic of KFCSP is highly desirable for BCI systems based on non-stationary and artifact-sensitive real life data such as EEG. It can be undoubtedly attributed to the non linear kernel used for computing KFCSP filters in case of not linearly separable data.
For rest of the datasets KFCSP achieves greater accuracy than FCSP. For subjects '1a','1b','1f' and '1g', the improvement in classification accuracy is 5% whereas for subjects '1d' and '1e', it comes out to be 10% which is simply twice the former improvement.
Dataset KFCSP FCSP III_dsaa 100% +/-0% 100% +/-0% III_dsal 100% +/-0% 100% +/-0% III_dsav 100% +/-0% 100% +/-0% III_dsaw 82% +/-0% 82% +/-0.017% III_dsay 100% +/-0% 100% +/-0% IV_ds1a 90% +/-1.2e-016% 85% +/-1.2e-016% IV_ds1b 95% +/-0% 90% +/-1.2e-016% IV_ds1c 100% +/-0% 100% +/-0% IV_ds1d 100% +/-0% 90% +/-1.2e-016% IV_ds1e 100% +/-0% 90% +/-1.2e-016% IV_ds1f 85% +/-1.2e-016% 80% +/-1.2e-016% IV_ds1g 100% +/-0% 95% +/-0% III_ds4b 100% +/-0% 100% +/-0% Avg 96.30% Avg 93.20% Signal processing and feature extraction to determine a minimal subset of relevant and discriminative features is indispensable before classification of such data. A reduced set of significant features not only decreases the time complexity to learn a model but also reduces the bias of a classifier to estimate error on a specific dataset. In this paper, a novel feature extraction method via kernel trick to non-linearly transform the data and optimize the fisher's discriminant criterion that maximizes between class variance and minimizes within classes variance simultaneously, thus eliminating some of the drawbacks of standard CSP method. Comparing classification accuracy of the well-known Fisher CSP method with our proposed method over publicly available datasets, demonstrates the superiority of our method in terms of precision and stability.
